“7 MOUNTAIN DESTINY” Training

Course Outline
AIM
To find out how to effectively and dynamically live your destiny as you work in the 7 mountains of
society.

OUTCOMES
At the conclusion of the course participants will understand:
1. That Jesus’ Gospel of the Kingdom is meant to have an impact on societies and nations, not just
individuals;
2. That Christians can positively impact culture and society no matter where they work or what their
position is in the workplace;
3. How to operate in Kingdom principles in the workplace;
4. How to properly approach work tasks, promotion and workplace relationships;
5. How to establish an effective sphere of influence;
6. How to enter career convergence (where what’s on your heart meets with the work that you do);
7. That workplace in society is where important work is done for the Kingdom; and
8. That a righteous/upright vocation anywhere as a Christian is worth as much to God as that of a
pastor.

TOPICS
These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The 7 Mountain (7M) Model
The 7M Concept & the Gospel
The 50 Commands of Jesus
The Kingdoms of the World
Kings & Priests in the Workforce
Being a Joseph

•
•
•
•
•
•

Invading Culture
Social Capital
Sphere Expansion & Mastery
Force Multiplication
The Transformation Strategy
Career Convergence

STYLE
A number of topics will be covered in each session, which will have the following components:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Oral teaching
Multimedia presentation
Questions & discussion
Informal fellowship & further discussion

The multimedia presentations are stimulus material that bring home the point being covered in the topics.
Questions & discussion time is for each participant to give input and briefly share experiences. It will also
be a time for the airing of concerns and difficulties of understanding.
At the conclusion of each session there will be a time of informal fellowship, further discussion and
sharing, over supper. This will be for those who wish to remain behind after the session finishes at 8:30.

“7 MOUNTAIN DESTINY” Training

LENGTH
The course runs for 8 sessions – one per week for 8 weeks.
An additional optional session including a wrap-up of the course will occur at the end of the 8 weeks.

TIME
• Friday nights
• 7:30-8:30pm
• 13th June - 1st August

VENUE
Sessions will be conducted at:



Unity College, Belconnen Churches Centre, Belconnen Town Centre

RESOURCES
Participants will be provided with the following:
• Notes for each session (documents available online following each lesson)
• A folder for the safekeeping of the provided documents and hand-outs.
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